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Improving your quality of life, one step at a time

Issue #3: 
IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP



Steps to take to maintain healthy sleep habits
Your life may feel busy all the time, and perhaps your current 
sleep habits, arrangements and quality are less than ideal, 
but there’s hope! There are many ways to improve your rest, 
and consciously incorporating even a few of them will likely 
lead to a more restful and enjoyable sleeping experience. 

Create a relaxing evening ritual. Do things that relax you to 
create a pre-sleep routine that removes some of your daily 
stress. Over time, a routine may act as a signal within your 
brain that it’s time to sleep. Use common favourites like a 
warm bath or massage or try other calming activities like 
meditating, breathing exercises or listening to soothing music 
as you wind down. 

Stick with a routine that includes a predictable sleep 
schedule. Keep your meals, bedtime and morning alarm 
consistent, even on weekends. Maintaining sleep patterns 
conditions your body to expect and react accordingly to 
appropriate times of rest and wakefulness. 

Use your bed for sleep… and sleep alone. Keep electronics, 
food and any other stimulating activities out of your bed. This 
will cue your brain to sleep – and not prepare itself for 
eating, reading, TV, video games, studying or chatting on the 
phone when you lie down. 

Remove electronics from your bedroom. Screens and 
electronics are an integral part of our daily lives. The 
activities associated with them, the light they emit, and the 
stimulus they provide, make televisions, computers, tablets, 
phones and other digital items a major hindrance to sleep. 
Try to unplug at least an hour before bed and keep 
electronics out of the bedroom.

Keep your bedroom quiet, cool, and dark. Remove light and 
sound distraction and keep your space at a constant 
temperature to mimic your ideal sleeping conditions.  
If needed, consider carpeting to cancel noise, installing 
light-blocking blinds or use an eye mask to restrict visual 
distractions. 

Steer clear of caffeine and other stimulants. In the hours 
before bed, but also throughout the day, be mindful of your 
caˍeine intake. While some people can enjoy a cup of coˍee 
without repercussions, others may ˎnd the eˍects of caˍeine 
linger well into the evening. Remember that coˍee and tea 
arenƝt the only caˍeine-laden beverages: many soft drinks, 
chocolate, common medications and herbal remedies also 
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